Brand Guidelines

Updated June 2, 2021

This is who we are
	County Materials has progressed to become a national leader in the concrete construction
& landscape industry. Founded in 1946, the company still holds true to its roots.
Our American-based company employs dedicated team members who fulfill the company’s
mission to build the communities where Americans live, work and play.
	Continuous improvement, technological advancements and trusted responsiveness all rooted
in years of experience, has led to County Materials playing a pivotal role in the growth and
development of our nation’s infrastructure.
 e want to maintain the integrity of our company brand that so many hard working men and
W
women have built. Our brand guidelines are intended to portray the company’s image in a
consistent and professional manner.
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Questions?
	We appreciate your efforts in advance to consistently maintain our corporate identity. Should you
have any questions regarding usage of our corporate logo mark or any other County Materials
brand assets please contact the County Materials Marketing Department.
Phone:

(800) 289-2569

E-Mail:

marketing@countymaterials.com
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Our Company Logo and Emblem
	Our company logo helps people establish a relationship and create a connection with our
company. The County Materials Corporation logo is the symbol or face of the organization. It is
meant to inspire an immediate recognition of our company’s brand, our Vision and core Values,
and our products and services.

County Materials’ Primary Company Logo
	County Materials’ primary logo is an integral part of the company’s brand and should be used
thoughtfully and consistently. County Materials’ primary logo is comprised of the “C” emblem in
combination with our wordmark or name ‘COUNTY MATERIALS CORPORATION.’ The wordmark
will appear in all capital letters and in our immediately-recognizable, distinct typeface that, even
without images can be used to identify the brand. When either the emblem or the wordmark
are used individually they may help to identify our organization, but they are not considered
our company’s logo and must be used according to the style guide recommendations.

Primary Company Logo with Horizontal Orientation

Primary Company Logo with Vertical Stack Orientation
	Understanding the wide range of applications the County Materials logo will be utilized in,
we have provided an alternate primary company logo orientation. We always recommend
using the horizontal orientation first, but both the horizontal and vertical orientations are
equally strong and communicate the County Materials brand consistently. The vertical stack
orientation is the only acceptable alternate arrangement for County Materials’ primary
company logo, and is reserved for use when space restrictions or limitations prevent the
horizontal orientation from being used. In the vertical stack orientation, the “C” emblem is
vertically centered above the stylized wordmark ‘COUNTY’.

Primary Company Logo Colors
	The County Materials primary logo (horizontal) and the alternate logo (vertical) should be
printed or utilized in the standard 3-colors. The standard color combination looks best on
a white background. The County Materials logo is made up of 3 primary colors:
Black, Red & White. Find the Pantone CMYK, HEX & RGB color formulas in Appendix A.
Print

Black

Red - PMS 186C

White

Web

HEX 000000

HEX CC0000

HEX FFFFFF
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County Materials’ Secondary Company Emblem
	County Materials’ secondary company emblem is comprised of the “C” emblem. The secondary
company emblem is used to identify the company and is the mark of our organization. It is not
to be treated as a design element or accent. It’s our “pointer” which appears either as part of
our primary company logo or on its own as a secondary company emblem used on our social
media platforms, our website and other company collateral. The emblem signifies strength,
dynamic growth and professionalism.

County Materials’ Secondary Company Wordmark
	When the name ‘COUNTY MATERIALS CORPORATION’ appears as text without the emblem, it
will appear in all capital letters, so it represents our immediately-recognizable, distinct typeface
that, even without our emblem, can be used to identify our brand.

County Materials secondary company emblem and secondary company wordmark are
reserved for special projects designated by Marketing. They may be used sparingly in
place of the primary company logo in the following instances:
• The secondary company emblem may be used when the primary company logo or
secondary company wordmark is already displayed on the same page/content area.
• The secondary company emblem may be used when the primary company logo is not
recommended because of space and size restrictions, competing background imagery,
redundancy, or other design issues and the secondary company wordmark is displayed on
the same page/content area.

Don’ts when using the Primary Company Logo and Secondary Company Emblem:
• Don’t rotate the logo or emblem
• Don’t squash, stretch or alter the proportions of the logo or emblem
• Don’t place other elements in the clear spaces of the logo or emblem
• Don’t resize any part of the logo or emblem
• Don’t rearrange parts or create compositions of the logo or emblem that are not already
provided in this guide
• Don’t add unofficial graphics to the logo or emblem
• Don’t use unauthorized colors with the logo or emblem – refer to the Color Usage section
• Don’t add drop shadows or other text styles to the logo or emblem
• Don’t contain the logo or emblem in a box when used on a background
• Don’t use the emblem directly next to or close to the full primary company logo because it’s
repetitive and isn’t a good use of the brand elements
• Don’t use other typefaces or font treatments with the logo or emblem that are not already
provided in this guide
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Correct Logo Usage
Clear space
It is important to keep the County Materials logo clear of any other graphic elements. Keep other
graphic elements or messages out of this exclusion zone.
X
X

X=

X

X= Height of “C” inside the icon

X

Background Control
By controlling the background in which the logo is placed, legibility and maximum impact are assured.
When developing a layout or choosing an environment in which to place the logo, observe the following:
- Evaluate the background. If it is a photo, pattern or color that could obscure or compete with the logo,
consider a less busy image, modify the background or redesign the layout to eliminate the conflict.
- Review the logo formats. It may be more appropriate to reverse the logo on certain dark backgrounds.
Ensure that your background provides the logo with sufficient contrast in terms of color and readability.
YES

This is a good example of the right way to use the
logo. Contrast is excellent between all elements.

YES

This is a good example of the right way to use the
logo. Contrast is excellent between all elements.

YES

This is a good example of the right way to use the
logo. Contrast is excellent between all elements.

NO

Adding a drop shadow creates a poor contrast
between the logo and background.

NO

Adding a glow may help create contrast between
the logo and background but is not preferred.

NO

Logo is placed on too dark of an image. The black
logo does not have enough contrast to stand out.
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Alternate Company Logo Colors
	If color reproduction is not available or if the background is a color other than white,
the following alternatives may be utilized:

Black & White
The black & white version of the logo
is preferred in single color applications.

Logo on Black
The logo on a black background can
either be white and red, or solid white
with a black “C” inside the emblem.

Color & Photo Backgrounds
Logo on Red
The logo, when on a red background,
should be all black or all white with a
red “C” inside the emblem.
The red background should be
Pantone 186C Red or HEX cc0000.

Logo on Other Colors
& Backgrounds
When placing the County Materials
Logo on color backgrounds or over
photos, utilize the all black, or all white
logo to creates the most contrast.
The “C” inside the emblem should be
transparent to match the background.
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Interior and Exterior Signage
Our company’s primary logo with horizontal orientation should be used on all
interior and exterior signage. All signage requests should be directed to the Executive
Administrative Assistant.
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Correct Logo Sizing on Clothing
IMPORTANT: Don’t squash, stretch or alter the proportions of the logo or emblem.

For Embroidery
Note that with embroidered items, we DO NOT use the registered trademark symbol –

®

For consistent stitch quality, use the dimensions below for embroidery:
On the left chest, County Materials Embroidery Logo will be sized 4.257” x .92”

.92”

4.257”

FRONT

For Screen Printing
Note that with screen printed items, we DO use the registered trademark symbol –

®

On the left chest, County Materials Screen Print Logo will be sized 4.35” x .92”.
The slight additional length is due to the addition of the registered trademark symbol.

.92”

4.35”
The County Materials stacked logo that appears on the back of apparel should be 11”x 5.986”.

5.986”

11”
BACK
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Fonts & Typography
	Typography is a powerful brand tool when used consistently. We’ve defined the set of
typefaces that best represent a strong, professional and modern feel for the County Materials
brand and should be used across all print and web applications.

Headline

Sign Up Today

Subhead

Concrete Pipe & Precast Newsletter

Body Copy

County Materials’ Pipe and Precast Newsletter offers
timely insights and valuable information for engineers,
contractors, specifiers and industry professionals
involved in storm water management.

Emphasis

Sign up to stay in touch.

Headline

Sign Up Today

Subhead

Concrete Pipe & Precast Newsletter

Body Copy

County Materials’ Pipe and Precast Newsletter offers
timely insights and valuable information for
engineers, contractors, specifiers and industry
professionals involved in storm water management.

Emphasis

Sign up to stay in touch.

Headlines:

Myriad Pro Bold
• Variable Size
Subheads:

Myriad Pro Semibold
• 60% of headline size
Non-headline emphasis:

Myriad Pro Semibold

Headline Size

Subhead Size

72 pt

44 pt

60 pt

36 pt

48 pt

30 pt

36 pt

22 pt

30 pt

18 pt

24 pt

14 pt

18 pt

12 pt

• 10 pt font
Body Copy on light background:

Body Copy on dark background:

• 10 pt font / 12 pt leading

• 10 pt font / 12 pt leading

Myriad Pro Light

Myriad Pro Regular

	An acceptable alternative typeface is Myriad Pro SemiCondensed. This version of the font
may be used in circumstances when text must be narrowed to fit into design layouts.
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Company Name, Slogan, Tagline & Statements
Company Name:

County Materials Corporation or County Materials are the only
acceptable uses of our company name in text format.
Company Tagline:

Your Source for Concrete Construction & Landscape Products
• To be used in conjuction with our logo & web address in advertising

Company Slogan:

Our products are used to build the communities where
Americans live, work and play.
• To be used on corporate branding intiatives such as website and company brochure

History Statement:

Proud to be American based and American made since 1946
• To be used with American Flag icon

Logo with Tagline & Web Address
Formatting Guidelines
• Use these layouts to maintain
consistency
Your Source for Concrete Construction & Landscape Products

countymaterials.com

Myriad Pro Semibold Semicondensed
• Same Width as logo - centered

Myriad Pro Semibold
• 50% larger than tagline - centered

Important Note:

countymaterials.com

American Flag Icon

Do not use “www.” in front
of countymaterials.com
and affiliated websites, including
workatcounty.com and
sonnentagfoundation.org.

Formatting Guidelines
• Pre-formated with History Statement
• Icon can stand alone
• White background preferred
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Company Vision Icons
Primary Icon for Company Vision
It is important to visually communicate who we
are and how we got here. Our company’s Vision
is defined with three words: Success, Stability
and Support.

We are recognized for the success our company achieves as a manufacturing leader.
Team members and potential candidates see the stability our company offers through
reliable employment, competitive wages and benefits, and worthwhile jobs. Our company
will continue to support local communities and people within them. The company’s
primary Vision icon is comprised of the vertical stack orientation of the company logo, an
isosceles triangle with thick red border lines with our three Vision words listed in this order:
“Support” is in the left equal line, “Success” is in the right equal line and “Stability” is in the
bottom line.
Additionally the culture icon includes the words “Our Vision” appearing centered, directly
below the triangle in bold red. The Vision icon can be used in internal or external
messaging and is not intended to be used in place of the primary company logo for
company branding identity. But it can be used selectively with or without the company
logo when applicable. In situations when both the company logo and the Vision icon may
be used on the same page, it will require review and approval by Marketing for proper
visual appeal and branding consistency. The individual components of our Vision icon
must always be used together when displayed.

Secondary Icon for Company Vision
Our company’s secondary company Vision icon
is comprised of the following elements:
• Primary Company Logo with Vertical
Stack Orientation (‘C’ emblem within triangle)
• The words “Our Vision”
• Followed by the words: “Success, Stability
and Support”
The secondary icon for Company Vision was created
for use in limited vertical applications only. It is ONLY
to be used in situations where the Primary icon
for Company Vision will not fit properly within a
designated vertical space.

NOTE: County Materials secondary Icon for Company Vision is reserved
for special projects designated by the Marketing Department.
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Don’ts when using the Primary and/or Secondary Company Vision Icons:
• Don’t rotate the icon
• Don’t squash, stretch or alter the proportions of the icon
• Don’t place other elements in the clear spaces of the icon
• Don’t resize any part of the icon
• Don’t rearrange parts or create compositions of the icon that are not already provided
in this guide
• Don’t add unofficial graphics to the icon
• Don’t use unauthorized colors with the icon
– refer to the Color Usage section
• Don’t add drop shadows or other text styles to the licon
• Don’t contain the icon in a box when used on a background
• Don’t use the emblem directly next to or close to the full primary company icon
because it’s repetitive and isn’t a good use of the brand elements
• Don’t use other typefaces or font treatments with the icon that are not already
provided in this guide

Clear space
It is important to keep the Company Vision Icon clear of any other graphic elements.
Keep other graphic elements or messages out of this exclusion zone.

X=

X= Height of “C” inside the icon

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1.875”
Minimum Length
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Primary Icon – Alternate Colors
	If color reproduction is not available or if the background is a color other than white,
the following alternatives may be utilized:

Black & White
The black & white version of the icon
is preferred in single color applications.

Icon on Black
The icon on a black background
will be solid white with a black “C” inside
the emblem.

Color & Photo Backgrounds
Icon on Red
The icon, when on a red background,
should be all black or all white with a
red “C” inside the emblem.
The red background should be
Pantone 186C Red or HEX cc0000.

Icon on Other Colors & Backgrounds
When placing the Company Vision icon
on color backgrounds or over photos,
utilize the all black, or all white logo to
creates the most contrast.
The “C” inside the emblem should be
transparent to match the background.
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Fonts & Typography
Typography for our company Vision icon is identical to the fonts and typography for our
company logo. When deliverables are created to include our Vision icon, and/or any of our
culture building terminology defined as our Company Values, and Leadership Commitments
and their associated definitions, refer to the company logo fonts and typography section of
the Branding Guidelines (See Page 10).

URL References
Do not use “www.” in front of countymaterials.com and affiliated websites, including
workatcounty.com and sonnentagfoundation.org (See Page 11).

Color Palette –
(for both Primary and Secondary Company Vision Icons)
See Appendix A - County Materials Primary Color Palette (on Page 17)
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Company Anniversary Emblem
	The Company Anniversary Emblem will be updated every 5 years
(75th Anniversary logo is shown).

Company Anniversary Emblem
on White Background
Scale and logo colors should never
be altered.

Company Anniversary Emblem
on Other Colors & Backgrounds
Scale and logo colors should never be
altered. This version is to be used whenever there is a background color other
than white.

Company Anniversary Emblem Color Palette
Color Name

C

M

Y

R

G

B

HEX

Black

0

0

0 100

0

0

0

000000

Dark Gray

0

0

0

75

84 85 85

545555

County Logo Red

0 100 81

4

229 25 55

cc0000

Dark Red

0 100 81 30

162 27 36

a21b24

Medium Tan

20 30 40

0

205 175 151

cdaf97

White

0

0

255 255 255

ffffff

0

0

K
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Color Palettes
County Materials Primary Color Palette see appendix A for details
Pantone 186 C

Black

90%
75%
60%
45%
30%
15%

Guidelines
The County Materials
Primary Color Palette
helps promote the
strong, clean look & feel
of the County brand.
Marketing collateral with
a heavy presence of high
quality photographs
should utlize this
primary palette.

County Materials Secondary Color Palette see appendix B for details
Guidelines
The County Materials
Secondary Color Palette
mimicks the warm earth
tones that embodies
the products County
Materials manufactures
and the environments
these products are used
in. These colors should
be used sparingly in
place of photography
when a design element
must be created to add
depth to a campaign.

Groundwork Newsletter Color Palette

see appendix C for details

GW Yellow

GW Blue

GW Charcoal

70%

100%

75%

45%

GW Off White
30%

20%

100%

Guidelines
The Groundwork Newsletter will utilize this
color palette in addition
to County Materials’
primary colors.
This color palette
creates an engaging
and inviting presence
fitting for team member
news & information.
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GUARD for Life Color Palette
GUARD Orange

see appendix D for details
Black

GUARD Yellow

15%

Explore Wellness Color Palette
Wellness Blue

see appendix E for details
Wellness Orange

GW Blue
20%

Guidelines
GUARD for LIFE is a
way of thinking; first to
identify and understand
potential hazards, and
then to recognize that
our actions represent
different degrees of risk
management. Using
this color palette makes
GUARD stand out and
easily identifiable.

Guidelines
Our organization is
committed to helping
our employees and
their families adopt and
maintain healthy
behaviors and lifestyles
that support personal
wellness goals. Using
this color palette helps
identify Explore Wellness
initiatives.
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Appendix A - County Materials Primary Color Palette
Color Name

C

Y

K

Pantone 186 C

0 100 81

4

229 25 55

CC0000

White

0

0

0

0

255 255 255

FFFFFF

Black

0

0

0 100

Shades of Black

M

90%

75%

R

0
60%

Appendix B - County Materials Secondary Color Palette

G

0

B

0

45%

30%

M

Y

K

Light Tan

5

10 20

0

240 224 202

f0e0ca

Medium Tan

20 30 40

0

205 175 151

cdaf97

Dark Tan

40 50 60

5

156 125 106

9c7d6a

Gold

10 40 80

0

227 161 78

e3a14e

Medium Brown

20 60 80 30

152 92 53

985c35

Dark Brown

70 80 100 15

98 70 48

624630

Sky Blue

30 10

5

0

175 205 225

afcde1

Medium Blue

50 10

0

30

88 144 177

5890b1

Teal Blue

75 50 45 15

74 105 115

4a6973

Rust

20 65 65 10

185 105 86

b96956

Cinnamon

30 75 75 30

138 70 56

8a4638

Burgundy

70 90 100 0

115 67 56

734338

Color Name

C

M

Y

K

0

20 65

0

255 206 113

ffce71

GW Yellow 30%

0

10 25

0

255 229 194

ffe5c2

GW Blue

80 50 35 10

62 108 132

3e6c84

GW Blue 45%

35 20 15

5

159 175 189

9fafbd

GW Blue 20%

15 10

2

208 212 218

d0d4da

GW Charcoal

53 47 47 45

99 101 101

636565

GW Off White

2

248 240 228

f8f0e4

Appendix D - GUARD for Life Color Palette

4

9

0

Color Name

C

M

Y

K

0

60 95

0

245 130 41

f58229

Guard Org 15%

0

10 15

0

254 236 223

feecdf

Black

0

0

Guard Yellow

5

0 100 0

Appendix E - Explore Wellness Color Palette

0

G

0

B

HEX

Guard Orange

0 100

R

B

HEX

GW Yellow 70%

7

G

B

15%

C

R

G

000000

Color Name

Appendix C - Groundwork Newsletter Color Palette

R

HEX

0

255 255 0

ffff00

Color Name

C

M

Y

K

R

60 47

0

30

84 98 146

546292

Wellness Orange

0

53 100 0

247 142 30

f78e1e

GW Blue 20%

15 10

208 212 218

d0d4da

2

B

000000

Wellness Blue

7

G

HEX

HEX
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Photography
County Materials manufactures products that build the communities where Americans live, work,
and play. The images that capture this sentiment are warm and earthtoned with splashes of vibrant
color and hints of blue-grey skies. The mood is upbeat and friendly with a touch of ruggedness.
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Photography: Color Overlays
Acceptible Uses

Contrasting
Text Color

Contrasting
Text Color

Black Screen over action photo, landscape,
project installation or video.

Black Gradient used to create contrast.
Gradient does not cover foreground.

Use Sparingly in exceptional circumstances

Contrasting
Text Color

Contrasting
Text Color

White Screen over action photo, landscape,
project installation or video.

White Gradient used to create contrast.
Gradient does not cover foreground.

Unacceptible Uses

Black gradient covers foreground

Black screen over posed photo

Color gradient overlay

Color gradient overlay

Random color screen over photo White gradient covers foreground
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Photography: Design Elements
County Materials is best represented with high quality photography and crisp clean lines.
Use the County Materials standard color palette to add pops of color and bold design elements.

Acceptible Uses

The red and white color bars are consistent with the County Materials Standard Color Palette.
The text and County Materials Logo contrast sufficiently with the background.

Unacceptible Uses

Changing the opacity of design elements may alter established colors beyond recognition.
Changing the opacity of the text and County Materials logo reduces the contrast.
Best Practice: Do not change the opacity of the established standard color palette to a point that
they no longer resemble the original color. Be aware of the effect of background colors.

Earthtone design elements using colors other than the established standard color palette is
not consistent with the County Materials Brand Guidelines. Avoid outlines, borders, and gradients.
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Website & Digital Media
www.countymaterials.com is an extensive resource for a variety of audiences including architects,
engineers, designers, contractors, installers, homeowners, team members and applicants.
The look and feel of the County Materials website is consistent with the County Materials brand
experience. Strong photographic imagery takes center stage with a crisp clean background.

Web Safe Color Palette
County Materials digital media should follow basic brand guidelines for color direction. Additionally,
these web safe colors should be utilized. Two additional reds have been added for special effects.

CC0000

000000

FFFFFF

F2F2F2

FF0033

990000

Typography
Body Copy

Open Sans

Headlines & Emphasis

PT Sans Bold

countymaterials.com
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Social Media
Social Media Image Sizes
Cover Photos/Images stretch across our entire company profile home page providing an
opportunity to make a powerful impression. It is a means of visually enriching our online story.
Our cover image photos, visuals, fonts and colors will be consistent with our company’s style guide.
Our unique banner designs should be visually cohesive across our social platforms. Use the same
banner design, colors, format and content for both Facebook and LinkedIn. Retain our recognizable
brand color palette, even if the text or the imagery in the design changes from one banner theme/
season/industry event to the next.

Background Image
We will use visuals that are clear, relevant and high quality. The image shouldn’t be too
overwhelming. Bright, bold, tightly-knit, tiny patterns filling a big block of space is too much.
Opt for a simple striking photo or graphic and include negative space so people can focus in on
whatever we want to hold their attention. Make sure to look out for the areas that will be covered
up by our profile picture, our name and a row of action buttons.
For the best image quality across multiple devices, use the dimensions below for social images:

Facebook
Cover Image: 830 x 312. For best results, upload an RGB JPG file less than 100 KB.
Post Image: 1200 x 630. For best results, upload an RGB JPG file less than 100 KB.

LinkedIn
Cover Image: 1536 x 768. For best results, upload an RGB JPG file less than 100 KB.
Post Image: 1104 x 736. For best results, upload an RGB JPG file less than 100 KB.
For always up-to-date social media image sizes visit: http://bit.ly/cmc-social

Key Design Elements
These key elements include color, prominent and compelling imagery, simplified text, and our
company logo with or without a slogan.
• Incorporate a subtle use of County Materials’ primary company color palette, namely red, to
highlight and bring attention to key areas of the design and action items.
• Use approved secondary colors as a full or partial background color or accent.
• Choose simplified text using approved company typeface.
• Select prominent and compelling imagery.
• Use white space to allow the eye to rest and create a simplified, easy-to-read design.
• Use the same banner/header design template for holidays and industry recognition events.
• Select photos and graphics that keep our brand’s aesthetic and color choices in mind. The
posts should flow seamlessly into each other.
• Devote more space to the image(s) than text.
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Recruiting Taglines
Primary

BUILD YOUR FUTURE
WITH US

Myriad Pro Bold Semicondensed
• Same Font Size/Leading

Secondary

JOIN A SOLID TEAM

Myriad Pro Bold Semicondensed
• Keep on one line

Website

workatcounty.com

Myriad Pro Semibold Semicondensed
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County Materials Corporation Co-Branding
Guidelines with Partner Businesses
Introduction
The County Materials Corporation brand is one of our most valuable assets. Founded in 1946,
County Materials Corporation has progressed to become a national leader in the concrete
construction and landscape industry. We strive to maintain the integrity of our company brand that
many hard-working men and women have built.
Our brand can also strategically help our partners grow. These guidelines provide detailed cobranding direction to best activate our synergies for end-user visible scenarios. We appreciate your
partnership and know you will share the responsibility of maintaining the positive experience
associated with the County Materials brand.
An approved marketing relationship with partner businesses may exist in the event there is an
opportunity for County Materials to work with a partner business to mutually promote and sell
related products or services. Co-branding and co-marketing synergies will be evaluated and
approved by the Marketing Department and a Co-Marketing Agreement will be utilized before
proceeding with publication of co-branding. The Co-Marketing Agreement may include but isn’t
limited to the following co-branding aspects: products or services, geographic market(s), shared
expenses, time duration(s), media usage, deliverables, and more.
These co-branding guidelines illustrate the correct usage of the County Materials corporate identity
as it appears in partnership relationships when producing collateral materials, print ads, social
media, etc.

Count Materials Corporation Logo
Refer to County Materials’ Brand Guidelines; these guidelines must be adhered to for all uses
of County Materials’ company name and primary and secondary logo. County Materials’ Brand
Guidelines will be distributed upon approval of the co-branding partnership by the Marketing
Department and upon receipt of the authorized Co-Marketing Agreement. County Materials’ C
emblem is not approved for use as a stand-alone element in co-branding in any circumstance.

Co-branding Relationship
The size of a logo may be determined jointly with the partner; however, the County Materials’ logo
should never be smaller than the partner logo. Both the County Materials’ logo and the partner
logo should be equal optically in size to each other and be an equal and fair representation of both
companies and the products or services they provide. Horizontal, vertical and stacked logo options
for County Materials will be considered pending final graphic design approval.
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Brand Dominance
Brand dominance means that one partner should have a clear visual lead in design execution.
Brand dominance is determined during partnership negotiations and is influenced by factors such
as financial/resource contribution, market share, customer access, or host circumstances.
Expressing brand dominance is simple and can be achieved by:
1. The dominant brand logo being larger than the partner brand.
2. Placing the dominant brand in the most visible and valuable space.
3. When partner logos are showing in close proximity to each other in a brand neutral
environment, the dominant brand will be placed on the left.

Logo Minimum Size for Co-branding
The minimum size requirements for the County Materials logo is 2.0”.
The width of the CMC logo should never be less than 25% of the width of the entire piece.

Examples of Acceptable Use for Co-branding:
Dominant brand placed to Left

Dominant brand placed at Top

Acceptable: The brand dominant logo is placed Left or Top
and is 25% larger than the partner brand.

Examples of Unacceptable Use for Co-branding:

Unacceptable: The brand dominant logo is more than 25% larger than the partner brand.

Graphic Design Approval for Co-branding
County Materials’ Marketing Department must approve the use of the County Materials’ logo and
intended usage prior to use or publication through standard graphic design approving processes.
Final approval of use will be provided via email or Digital Asset Management collaboration/
correspondence.
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Style Guide – Names & Terms
Common Words/Terms
Abbreviations
CMU (Concrete Masonry Unit)
	CMUs (plural, no apostrophe before the ‘s’)
ICFs (Insulating Concrete Forms)
LEED®

Hyphen
face-mix
smooth-finish
Ready-Mix
Ready-Mix (when used in title)

	Wis. / Ill. / Ind. / Iowa / Minn. / Mo. / Fla.
(use for text except postal)

	WI / IL / IN / IA / MN / MO/ FL
(use only for postal, no punctuation)

	Jan. / Feb. / March / April / May / June
July / Aug. / Sept. / Oct. / Nov. / Dec.
(not all months abbreviate)

Compound Words
fullface

smoothface

groundface

splitface

hollowcore

precast

prestress

splitrock

ready-mix (when used in body)
	County Materials Ready-Mix
(when used as a product name)
No Hyphen
half high
	split face (when used as a descriptive phrase)
This half high features a split face and
decorative beveled edge to complement
any hardscape setting.

	retaining wall
storm water
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Style Guide – Names & Terms
Products with ® (Register Marks)

Products with ® (Register Marks) Continued

Masonry
	County Stone® Masonry Units
	Premier Ultra® Burnished masonry units

Miscellaneous
County Materials Corporation®
LEED®
Telebelt® material conveyor

(also known as Premier Ultra® Burnished block)

Reflection Stone® Masonry Units
Reflection Stone GRAND® Masonry Units
Reflection Brick® Masonry Units
Shadow Stone®
SOUNDBLOX®
Sussex®
Transplit® Block
Landscaping
County Block® Retaining Wall System
County Cub® Retaining Wall System
Destination® Pavers
Dimetta® Pavers
Discover® Pavers
Grand Discover® Pavers
Grand Vantage® Pavers
Grand Milestone® Pavers
H2O Pro® Pavers
Passageways® Step Unit
	River Run®
(a.k.a. River Run™ Natural Landscape Products)

Summit Stone® Landscape Units
Tranquility® Pavers
Tribute® Retaining Wall System
Vantage® Pavers
Winston® Retaining Wall System
Precast
Archcast®
Hy-Span®
Superbox®

Products with ™ (Trademarks)
Masonry
Castle Rock™ block
	Heritage Collection™ Designer Concrete Brick
Horizon™ Smoothface block
Horizon™ Splitface block
Stout Face™ block
Landscaping
County Fieldstone™
Crest™ Bullnose Pavers
	Discover™ Pavers
(and Grand Discover™ Pavers)
Elements™ Paving Stones
Essence™ Wood Plank Pavers
Genesis Face-mix Technology™
Glow Path Technology™
Harmony™ Pavers
Influence™ Pavers
Integrity™ Retaining Wall System
Rejuvenate™ Permeable Pavers
Renewable™ Pavers
Rib Rock™ Landscape Block
Skylands™ Concrete Deck Pavers
	Vantage™ Pavers (and Grand Vantage™ Pavers)

Registered Trademark Sign-offs
SOUNDBLOX, Acoustade are
registered trademarks of the Proudfoot Company
Telebelt is a registered trademark of Putzmeister America
LEED® Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design®
Green Building Rating System™
Glow Path Technology™ is owned by Glow Path Pavers
Prima Base™ is owned by Afinitas

Discontinued Products
Acoustade®
Grand Lifestyle® Pavers
Lifestyle® Pavers
Milestone® Pavers

Surefoot® pavers
Terrace Stone® Retaining Wall System
Freedom™ Retaining Wall
Navaro® Retaining Wall System
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